
 

Chicopee® True Confidence™

The Chicopee® Coffee Towel is the first cleaning cloth specifically 
designed for coffee machines. Keeping your machine clean and 
hygienic is vital for great tasting coffee. With superior heat 
resistance and cleaning effectiveness, the Chicopee® Coffee Towel 
will ensure the highest standard of coffee time after time.

Coffee Towel      
Specially designed for cleaning professional coffee machines     
 



Coffee Towel

For more information:   +31 485 398 426     www.chicopeesolutions.com     europe@chicopeesolutions.com
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The hygienic and safe way to clean your machine

Article Number Sheet Size (L x W) Sheets Per Pack Packs Per Case Product Type Dispenser

 74717   43 x 32 cm 10 20 1/4 Fold -

 74747      43 x 32 cm 10 20 1/4 Fold -

Problems
• Many wipes used in combination with coffee machines do not carry a 

guarantee of being FCC 

• Other cloths do not offer sufficient heat resistance, this can lead to accidents 
and reduce cleaning effectiveness

• The steam wand is an integral part of your coffee machine but if not properly 
maintained it can be a breeding ground for hazardous bacteria and can cause 

mechanical malfunction.

Solutions
• The Coffee Towel is externally FCC certified against ISO EN 1186, this is vital 

for use with milk. Its unique colours also differentiate it from cloths used as 
part of the HACCP process, reducing the risk of incorrect use.

• Specifically designed to be folded twice and used directly in contact with the 
steam wand the Coffee Towel is externally certified against ISO 12127 to be 
heat resistance up to 250°C

• The open weave structure makes the Coffee Towel ideal to pick-up dirt, rinse 
and re-use, ensuring a clean steam wand time after time.    
    

Orange towel: Primary cloth for the biggest selling milk products

Purple towel: Secondary cloth to ensure no cross contamination between milk products  

Heat Resistant
250Oc

FCC


